Abstract-The Projection Pursuit Learner is a multi-class classifier that resembles a two-layer neural network in which the sigmoid activation functions of the hidden neurons have been replaced by an interpolating polynomial. This modification increases the flexibility of the model but also makes it more indined to get stuck in a local minimum during gradient-based training. This problem can be alleviated to a certain extent by replacing the random initialization of the parameters by proper heuristics. In this paper we propose to initialize the projection directions by means of feature space transformation methods such as independent component analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and springy discriminant analysis (SDA). We find that with this refinement the number of prncessing units can he reduced by 10 -40%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The projection pursuit methodology was originally proposed as a general-purpose statistical regression technique [SI, but was soon found to be effective in probability density estimation and classification as well [6] [7] . When used for multiclass classification, the structure of the projection pursuit learner (PPL) is very similar to a two-layer neural network in which the sigmoid activation functions of the hidden neurons have been replaced by an interpolating polynomial. This increases the flexibility of the model and so enables it to attain a similar classification performance with considerably fewer neurons. However, these more flexible activation functions also make the system more inclined to get stuck in a local minimum during gradient-based training. We observed this problem in particular when the number of classes to be modeled is relatively large. Our original implementation followed the paper of Hwang et al. [IO] , who initialize the projection directions randomly, just the same as with neural networks. In this paper we seek better initialization heuristics that make use of the data distributions. More precisely, we will apply linear feature space transformation methods to find the interesting directions of the data set, and use the resulting directions to initialize the projections of the PPL. We hope to obtain three kinds of improvement from this. First, the classification results might improve if the learning process could avoid local minima with more success. Second, fewer hidden processing units might be sufficient to achieve the same performance. Third, the training procedure might become faster, since after a better initialization fewer iteration steps might be required.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section I1 is an introduction to the projection pursuit model and its training procedure. Section I11 presents the methods used her for initialization, namely independent component analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (F'CA). linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and springy discriminant analysis (SDA). Section IV contains the main results, while Sections V and VI contain the discussion and the conclusions, respectively.
PROJECTION PURSUIT LEARNING
A. The PPL model Projection pursuit learning treats the multi-class classification problem in exactly the same way as that for multilayer feed-forward neural networks. That is, the model has one output for each class and the training data is presented according to the I-of-r coding scheme [I] , where r is the number of classes. Hence, in the following we shall assume that the training data is given as k pairs in the form:
For convenience we will also refer to the correct class of X I as L(1). The PPL model calculates its ith output, U, as:
where the constant ji, is the sample average, ji, = E{y;} of the training data.
Expressed briefly, the model consists of two layers. The hidden layer of the network has P processing units that receive the input vector x and project it onto their direction vector aP. These projections are then smoothed by the activation functions fp (in our implementation these are Hermite polynomials). The ith output, pi of the model is obtained as a linear combination of all the bidden units according to the weight set 0;. There is one such weight set each output, hence these linear units form the output layer of the model.
E. The training algorithm
It is known that when a neural network with a I-of-r output coding structure is trained with the minimum mean squared error criteria then, under suitable conditions, its outputs will 0-7803-83S9-1/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE approximate the corresponding class posteriors [I] which, in tum, guarantee Bayes-optimal classification. As the proof does not exploit the inner structure of the model, it holds for the projection pursuit representation as well. According to this, the parameters of the model are estimated by minimizing the mean squared error ( L z ) function:
(3) In contrast to traditional neural nets, the PPL model is trained by adding the hidden units to the system one at a time.
This 'forward growing' technique allows the early stopping of the training according to a proper stopping criterion. Having added a new processing unit, first the parameters of this new unit are optimized, then the parameters of the older units should be updated in a 'backfitting' loop. During the training of one unit all the others are treated as fixed. When training a particular unit, the minimization of the error function should be performed over three parameter sets: the projection directions a, the projection weights @ and the parameters of the activation functions f. The training process proposed by Hwang et al. [IO] is based on the Gauss-Newton method and works in iterations. This means that the three types of parameters of a given unit are updated independently of each other. The iterative learning procedure (for the p-th hidden neuron) is the following: The update formulas for the steps can be found in [IO] . For us the only interesting point now is that the training is performed in iterative steps, and each set of parameters is optimized separately, assuming the other parameters are constant. This is clearly suboptimal and makes the system inclined to get stuck in local optima, especially when there are lots of parameters. A good initialization of the parameters, and the cy directions in particular, might offer an easy way of alleviating this problem. In the following we will apply feature space transformation algorithms to find proper initializations for the directions.
INITIALIZATION METHODS
The random initialization of the directions might be replaced by more suitable initialization techniques which speed up the convergence andlor result in a fewer number of projections. Of the many initialization possibilities we propose here to apply linear feature extraction techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and springy discriminant analysis (SDA) in the hope that they will provide directions that lead to a better data representation. Each of these methods uses an objective function for selecting optimal directions, where the definition of optimality varies from method to method. In the following we commence with a concise overview of PCA, ICA, LDA and SDA.
A. Principal component analysis
One tool for data analysis is principal component analysis (PCA) [Ill. The technique is linear, hence any non-linear correlation between variables will not be captured. It searches for a d-dimensional subspace of R" which captures as much of the variance in the data set as possible. PCA is mainly used to reduce dimensionality, but it might reduce the noise as well.
To identify directions with a large variance we may define the following Rayleigh-type objective function:
where U E R" and C is the sample covariance matrix. It is wellknown that the optimization of Eq. (4) can be solved exactly and efficiently via the eigenvalue decomposition of C. Another application of ICA is unsupervised feature extraction, where the aim is to linearly transform the input data into uncorrelated components, along which the distribution of the sample set is the least Gaussian. The reason for this is that along these directions the data is supposedly easier to classify. For the optimal selection of independent directions several objective functions have been proposed. These functions have to be non-negative and have a zero value for the Gaussian distribution. Negentropy is one such possible measure, which is normally estimated by the following formula:
B. Independent component analysis
where G : R t R is an appropriate non-quadratic function, E is the expected value and p is a standardized Gaussian 
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where U E R", B is defined as and W is the weighted average of matrices C3 (the covariance matrix of the data having class label j):
The optimization can be performed by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem Bu = XWU.
D. Springy discriminant analysis
Springy discriminant analysis (SDA) is a linear transformation similar to LDA, but it is orthogonal and avoids some numerical problems that arise in LDA. SDA creates attractive forces between samples belonging to the same class and repulsive forces between samples of different classes via "springs & anti-springs" [13]. Then it chooses those directions along which the potential energy of the system is maximal. Let .(U), the potential of the spring model along the direction U, be defined by
Each element of the 0 matrix can he considered as a kind of force constant and can be set to a different value for any pair of data points.
The larger the value of .(U) the farther the classes will be spaced and the smaller their spreads will be. The optimization 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the first set of experiments we chose several data sets from the UCI repository [ 141. Namely, those called Glass Iden@cation, Letter Image Recognition and Shuttle (STATLOG version). Besides these, we also performed tests on a 'real-life' data set from our main field of application, speech recognition.
Due to lack of space here we will not describe the details of this data set, but just briefly mention that it corresponds to a phoneme classification task based on a set of spectral features.
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The details of how the feature representation was obtained can be found in [12] .
In pilot studies we observed that PPL tends to perform worse than other learners (such as standard ANNs) when the number of the classes is relatively large. To investigate this further we decided to reorganize the class labels of the speech recognition data set. The original 28 labels were reduced to a set of 11 and 9 classes by fusing certain classes. The 28-, IIand 9-class data sets here will be referred to as "Speech(28)", "Speech( 1 I)" and "Speech(9)". respectively.
To compensate for the variance of the results when using random initialization, every experiment was run 5 (speech recognition databases) or 10 (UCI databases) times, and the averages over the runs were calculated. In every case we were interested in how the mean squared error decreased by the addition of more and more processing units. The graphs of Figure I depict the mean squared error as a function of the number of projections (hidden units) in the system.
V. DISCUSSION
When examining the figures, we see that some of the proposed initialization methods consistently outperformed random initialization. Unfortunately, the winning method varies from database to database, so we cannot claim one method to he superior over the others. In general, the supervised methods -and SDA in particular -seem to have performed the hest. Although the differences in the absolute error level are in many cases relatively small, it is important that the same error level was attained with 10 -40% fewer projections (when the hest method was compared with the random one). This means that the number of projections can be reduced with the proposed methods, and so both the training process and the evaluation of the model can be made much faster.
We should mention that a smaller MSE does not automatically mean a better classification as the learning process is always prone to ovefitting. However, the forward growing procedure of the PPL training process offers a natural way of managing it. As the stopping criterion is usually related to the MSE (on the training or cross-validation data), the proposed techniques will result in fewer components. When examining this issue we observed that the different initialization methods lead to quite similar classification results, the random initialization one being slightly, but not consistently worse. However we did find that, in accordance with the MSE graphs, the proposed initialization methods do indeed enable the system to attain the same classification performance with fewer components.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper four methods for initializing the directions in PPL were proposed. We found that they can reduce the number of components required for a given regression performance by 10 -40%. This means that both the training process and the evaluation of the model can be made much faster, which is very important in many applications. 
